PIGGIN FANTASTIC HOGROAST
FOR THE PROVISION OF OUR PIGGIN’ AWESOME BBQ MENU
FOR 40 PEOPLE 2019
We use our own homemade sauces, rubs and pickles to authenticate our
Awesome American style BBQ
BBQ to include:

Homemade Quarter pounder Rancho style Beef burgers (using top
quality beef)
Served in a bun with crisp lettuce, sliced tomato, fried onions and mayo
(Veggie/vegan burger available)
Vienna Beef Dog (100g)
Served in a hotdog roll with fried onions, homemade pickles and a selection
of sauces
(veggie/vegan sausage available)
Slow cooked ribs: cooked with our homemade rub and then basted with our
delicious homemade sauce (a concentrate of meaty flavours) to create an
awesome rib that melts in your mouth
All the above is served with
Mixed leaf with a homemade honey & mustard dressing
Plus a slaw side:
Choose from one of the following homemade slaws,
1. Traditional Slaw (white cabbage, carrots & onions in mayo)
2. Vinegar Slaw ( a mix of red & white cabbage, fennel bulb, red onion with
a sweet white and cider vinegar dressing
3. Green Chilli Slaw (white & red cabbage and fennel in a light mayo sauce
with a sweet green chilli dressing)
There are also additional sauces on the side and our pickles and
relishes.
We also supply biodegradable plates and cutlery plus napkins. We cook
fresh on site and serve each individual to ensure bespoke service.
£495 additional numbers charged at £8.25 per head
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Why not add our American Mini Trio Dessert of
Pecan Pie, Key Lime Pie and Mississippi Mud Pie
ordered in multiple of 10 portions (30 items)
Or Individual Ice cream tubs with spoon 150ml
In multiples of 12 a variety of flavours to choose from

£2.70 /hd
£1.50 per hd

Additions:
All our additions are done to a minimum 20 portions and in multiples
of:
Traditional luxury coleslaw
65p per hd
Vinegar Slaw
85p per head
Chilli Slaw
85p per head
Homemade Potato Wedges plain or seasoned with our homemade chilli
salt
95p per hd
Large Chicken wings in a spicy rub or BBQ sauce

75p per head

Pulled Pork Sandwiches:
Slow roasted pork, mixed in our mother sauce and served in a bun with
mayo, spicy sauce, pickles and vinegar slaw
£3.95 /hd
Pulled beef sandwiches:
Slow roasted brisket pulled and served in buns with our mother sauce, mayo,
pickles and a traditional slaw
£4.95 /hd
Other Dogs available: (you pay an additional 50p per head if replacing
the Vienna Dog)
If adding to the menu (in multiples of 20)
Bratwurts (150g)
£2.75/hd
Cheese Krakauer (150g)
£2.75/hd
Chilli Beef (160g)
£2.95/hd
ANYTHING MISSING? Just ask!
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